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ABSTRACT 

The advancement in technology accelerated and opened 

availability of various alternatives to make a choice in every 

domain. In the era of big data it is a tedious and time 

consuming task to evaluate the features of a large amount of 

information provided to make a choice. One solution to ease 

this overload problem is building recommender system that 

can process a large amount of data and support users’ decision 

making ability. In this paper different traditional 

recommendation techniques, deep learning approaches for 

recommender system and survey of deep learning techniques 

on recommender system are presented. A variety of 

techniques have been proposed to perform recommendation, 

including content based, collaborative and hybrid 

recommenders. Due to the limitation of the traditional 

recommendation methods in obtaining accurate result a deep 

learning approach is introduced both for collaborative and 

content based approaches that will enable the model to learn 

different features of users and items automatically to improve 

accuracy of recommendation. Even though deep learning 

poses a great impact in various areas, applying the model to a 

recommender systems have not been fully exploited. With the 

help of the advantage of deep learning in modeling different 

types of data, deep recommender systems can better 

understand users’ demand to further improve quality of 

recommendation.  

General Terms 

Recommender system, deep learning 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Advancements of online technology accelerated and opened 

availability of various alternatives to make a choice based on 

user preferences. In the era of big data it is a tedious and time 

consuming task for users to evaluate features of a large 

amount of information provided to make a choice of their 

preferences. Recommender system have proven to be a 

valuable technique that can process a large amount of data and 

support users’ decision making ability in finding optimal 

recommendations by reducing the number of alternatives to 

those the user will likely prefer. A recommender system is 

defined as [5] a personalized information filtering technology 

used to either predict whether a particular user will like a 

particular item or to identify a set of N items that will be of 

interest to a certain user. Nowadays, many people use 

recommender systems in their daily life to deal with 

information overload and provide personalized 

recommendations, content, and services to them[1, 28] 

examples of such applications include recommendation of 

product or service on E-commerce platforms and others. 

Usually, a recommender system recommends items by either 

predicting ratings or providing a ranked list of items for each 

user [1]. A variety of techniques have been proposed to 

perform recommendation, including content-based, 

collaborative and hybrid recommenders [6, 31]. This paper is 

organized as follows: Section 2 presents review of different 

traditional recommendation techniques. Deep learning 

approaches for recommender system are presented in section 

3. In section 4 survey of deep learning techniques on 

recommender system are presented. Finally, conclusion 

remarks and outlook to future work are given in section 5. 

2. TRADITIONAL RECOMMENDER 

SYSTEM  

2.1 Collaborative filtering (CF) 
Collaborative filtering technique utilizes past activities or a set 

of similar tastes of users without considering user or item 

content information [15, 42]. Collaborative filtering 

techniques can be either memory-based or model-based. 

Memory-based collaborative filtering, as described by [24], 

it tries to find users that are similar to the active user and uses 

their preferences to predict ratings for the active user. There 

are several advantage of memory based collaborative filtering: 

it is scalable to large size of data, relatively simple to 

implement for any condition, easy to update the database thus 

new arrival data can be handled easily and it provides 

feedback to explain on how the recommender system works 

can be provided by explicitly listing content features or 

descriptions that caused an item to occur in the list of 

recommendations [31, 41].  However, several limitations are 

also existed in memory-based CF techniques: it is very slow 

as it uses the entire database every time it makes a prediction, 

makes unreliable and inaccurate prediction if the active user 

has no items in common with all users who have rated the 

item to be recommended [31, 41].  

Similarity computation between items or users is a critical 

stage in memory-based collaborative filtering algorithms. 

Correlation-based similarity measures the similarity wu,v 

between two users u and v, or wi,j between two items i and j, is 

measured by computing the Pearson correlation or other 

correlation-based similarities. Pearson correlation measures 

the extent to which two variables linearly relate with each 

other [31 39, 50].  For the user based algorithm, the Pearson 

correlation between users’ u and v is 

     
                            

              
 

                  
 

   

 ,                          (1.1) 

Where the i   I sums over the items that are rated by both user 

u and user v.   
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For the item-based algorithm, denote the set of users’ u   U 
who rated both items i and j, then the Pearson Correlation 

will be 

     
                        

                                 

 ,                              (1.2) 

Where ru,i is the rating of user u on item i, ri is the average of 

the ith item by those users. 

Vector Cosine-based Similarity is adopted in neighbor-based 

collaborative filtering to compute the similarity across users 

or items. Vector Cosine-Based Similarity measures the 

similarity between two documents by treating each document 

as a vector of word frequencies and computing the cosine of 

the angle formed by the frequency vectors [14, 31, 39 and 50]. 

Vector cosine similarity between items i and j is given by, 

                 
           

         
   ,                                                (1.3) 

Where “• “denotes the dot product of two vectors. 

Model-based collaborative filtering, Is machine learning or 

data mining based model which finds complex rating patterns 

in training data and then make intelligent predictions or 

recommendation for the user based on the learned model [7, 

31 and 41]. There are several advantage of model-based CF 

algorithms: it improves prediction performance, it is scalable 

to the actual dataset and easily avoid over fittings. However, 

several limitations are also existed in model-based CF 

techniques: it suffer from the sparsity problem so that it is 

unable to generate reasonable recommendations for those 

users who provide no ratings and it is difficult to add data to 

model based systems due to inflexible. 

Model-based CF methods, such as Bayesian models, 

clustering models, and dependency networks, have been 

explored to solve the shortcomings of memory-based CF 

algorithms. Usually, classification algorithms are 

unsupervised learning algorithms and designed to cluster 

objects into different categories. Clustering algorithm can be 

used as CF models if the user ratings are categorical, and 

regression models and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

methods and be used for numerical ratings. Clustering 

algorithm, such as K-Means, is used to cluster users or items 

in groups. Then, the conditional probability of ratings for an 

item can be calculated based on their group information [7, 

23, 31, 41 and 43]. Naive Bayes, matrix factorization that 

finds common factors that can be the underlying reasons of 

the ratings given by users, probabilistic matrix factorization 

which extends MF into the probabilistic framework are 

model-based CF models that make recommendations [6, 27, 

31 and 55]. 

2.2 Content based recommender system 
Content based recommender system make use of user profiles 

or item descriptions for recommendation [5] In order to 

provide relevant information to the user, a user profile has to 

be created using web usage mining or information retrieval 

methods with attributes and features of the items [37]. Content 

based recommendation system filters items based on the 

similarity of the contents the user is interested in. The utility 

u(c,s) of an item s for a user c is estimated based on the 

utilities u(c,si) assigned by user c to items si ϵ S that are 

similar to item s that can be derived quantitatively based on 

the metadata of the item[26]. 

There are several advantage of content based recommender 

system: it provides users independence through exclusive 

ratings which are used by the active user to build their own 

profile, it provide transparency to their active user by giving 

explanation how recommender system works and it is 

adequate to recommend items not yet placed by any user. This 

will be advantageous for new user [41]. However, several 

limitations are also existed in content based recommender 

system like: it advocate the same types of items because of 

that it suffers from an overspecialization problem, it is harder 

to acquire feedback from users in CBF because users do not 

typically rank the items and therefore, it is not possible to 

determine whether the recommendation is correct and it is a 

difficult to generate attributes of items [31, 41]. 

2.3 Hybrid recommender system   
Hybrid recommendation system is a method which combines 

content based with collaborative filtering techniques to gain 

better prediction or recommendation performance [1, 10, 35, 

and 47]. Content-based recommender systems make 

recommendations by analyzing descriptions of item, user 

profile, preferences and finding regularities in the content [5, 

35]. A content-based recommender then uses heuristic 

methods or classification algorithms to make 

recommendations [35]. Content-based techniques have the 

start-up problem, in which they must have enough 

information to build a reliable classifier. Also, they are limited 

by the features explicitly associated with the objects they 

recommend [31] while collaborative filtering can make 

recommendations without user or item content information. 

Also, content-based techniques have the overspecialization 

problem, that is, they can only recommend items that score 

highly against a user’s profile or his/her rating history [15, 34, 

37, 42 and 44].  

Hybrid approaches can be implemented in various ways: 
Implement collaborative and content-based methods 
individually and aggregate their predictions, Integrate some 

content-based characteristics into a collaborative approach, 
Comprise some collaborative characteristics into a content 

based approach, and Construct a general consolidative model 

that integrate both content based and collaborative 

characteristics [11, 41]. Cold start and the sparsity are 

common problems in recommender systems which are 

resolved by using hybrid methods. 

 

Fig 1.1 Summery of recommendation techniques 

3. DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES 

FOR RECOMMENDER SYSTEM 
Deep learning has emerged as a new area of machine learning 

and data mining research area [13, 52]. Deep learning can be 
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trained either by supervised or unsupervised approaches 

[31,32] which consist of several layers of processing that form 

a hierarchy: each subsequent layer extracts a progressively 

more abstract representation of the input data and builds upon 

the representation from the previous layer, typically by 

computing a nonlinear transformation of its input. The 

parameters of these transformations are optimized by training 

the model on a dataset [31, 32]. The model experiencing a 

phase of rapid growth due to its strong performance in a 

number of domains such as computer vision and audio [17, 38 

and 54], speech recognition [30] and Language Processing [4, 

53]. Deep learning models have shown their effectiveness for 

various NLP task including semantic parsing [49], machine 

translation [12], sentence modeling [36], and various NLP 

tasks [9]. Generally speaking, deep architecture models 

consist of multiple layers and can learn a hierarchy of features 

from low level features to high level ones. 

3.1 Basic terminologies of deep learning  
Deep belief network (DBN): Probabilistic generative models 

composed of multiple layers of stochastic, hidden variables. 

The top two layers have undirected, symmetric connections 

between them. The lower layers receive top-down, directed 

connections from the layer above [31, 32]. 

Boltzmann machine (BM): A network of symmetrically 

connected, neuron-like units that make stochastic decisions 

about whether to be on or off [31, 32]. 

Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM): A special BM 

consisting of a layer of visible units and a layer of hidden 

units with no visible-visible or hidden-hidden connections 

[31, 32]. 

Deep Boltzmann machine (DBM): A special BM where the 

hidden units are organized in a deep layered manner, only 

adjacent layers are connected, and there are no visible-visible 

or hidden-hidden connections within the same layer [31, 32]. 

Deep neural network (DNN): A multilayer network with 

many hidden layers, whose weights are fully connected and 

are often initialized (pre-trained) using stacked RBMs or DBN 

[31, 32]. 

Deep auto-encoder: A DNN whose output target is the data 

input itself, often pre-trained with DBN or using distorted 

training data to regularize the learning [31, 32]. 

Distributed representation: A representation of the observed 

data in such a way that they are modeled as being generated 

by the interactions of many hidden factors. A particular factor 

learned from configurations of other factors can often 

generalize well. Distributed representations form the basis of 

deep learning [31, 32].  

3.2 Architectures of Deep Learning  
Depending on how the architectures and techniques are 

intended for use deep learning can be categorized in to 
Generative deep architectures, which are intended to 

characterize the high-order correlation properties of the 

observed or visible data for pattern analysis or synthesis 

purposes, and/or characterize the joint statistical distributions 

of the visible data and their associated classes. In the latter 

case, the use of Bayes rule can turn this type of architecture 

into a discriminative one [3, 22, 29, 31 and 32]. 

Discriminative deep architectures, which are intended to 

directly provide discriminative power for pattern 

classification, often by characterizing the posterior 

distributions of classes conditioned on the visible data [3, 22, 

29, 31 and 32]. 

Hybrid deep architectures, where the goal is discrimination 

but is assisted (often in a significant way) with the outcomes 

of generative architectures via better optimization or/and 

regularization, or discriminative criteria are used to learn the 

parameters in any of the deep generative models [3, 22, 29, 31 

and 32]. 

3.3 Deep Neural Networks (DNN)  
Deep neural network (DNN) is a multilayer percept network 

with many hidden layers, whose weights are fully connected 

and are often initialized using stacked RBMs or DBN [31, 

32]. The success of DNN is that it can accommodate a larger 

hidden units and performs a better parameter initialization 

methods. A DNN with large number of hidden units can have 

better modeling power. Even the learned parameters of the 

DNN is a local optimal, the DNN can performs much better 

than those with less hidden units. However, in order to 

converge to a local optima, a DNN with large number of units 

also requires more training data and more computational 

power. This also explains why DNN becomes popular until 

recently [31, 32].  

3.3.1 Deep Auto Encoder (DAE) 

Deep auto-encoder (DAE) is a special type of DNN whose 

output target is the data input itself, often pre-trained with 

DBN or using distorted training data to regularize the 

learning. [48] Proposed a pre-training technique to learn a 

deep auto encoders with multiple layers. This technique 

involves treating each neighboring set of two layers as a 

restricted Boltzmann machine. In this manner, the pre-training 

procedure approximates a good parameter initialization. Then, 

they use a back-propagation technique to fine-tune the pre-

trained model [31, 32]. 

3.4 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 
Convolutional Neural Network is a type of deep learning 

model with each module consisting of a convolutional layer 

and a pooling layer. These modules are often stacked up with 

one on top of another, or with a DNN on top of it, to form a 

deep model. As shown in the figure below the convolutional 

layer shares many weights, and the pooling layer subsamples 

the output of the convolutional layer and reduces the data rate 

from the layer below. The weight sharing in the convolutional 

layer, together with properly chosen pooling schemes, endows 

the CNN with some invariance properties. CNN is the most 

successful deep models in the application of Computer Vision 

and are biologically-inspired variants of MLPs [31, 32]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Architecture of CNN 

As a class of deep models for learning features, the 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) learns a hierarchy of 

increasingly complex features. Without building handcrafted 

features, these methods utilize layers with convolving filters 

that are applied on top of pre-trained word embedding. 

Moreover, in benefiting from the shared weights, CNNs have 
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fewer parameters than traditional feed-forward neural 

networks [31, 32]. 

4. SURVEY OF DEEP LEARNING 

TECHNIQUES ON RECOMMENDER 

SYSTEM  
Deep learning has recently been proposed in building a 

recommender systems both for collaborative and content 

based approaches [10, 40]. Some of the works are presented 

below: 

4.1 Restricted Boltzmann Machines for 

Collaborative Filtering 
Restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) is a special Boltzmann 

machine (BM) which consisting of a layer of visible units and 

a layer of hidden units with no visible- visible or hidden- 

hidden connections [39]. The model outperforms Matrix 

Factorization [10, 41, and 43] even though the authors show 

that RBM can be successfully applied to the recommendation 

problem and slightly outperforms traditional Matrix 

Factorization, the proposed model is not deep enough and 

only consists of 2 layers. Learning deep models has been 

successfully applied in the domain of modeling temporal data 

[4, 31] and learning word embedding [25, 31 and 48]. 

Training a deeper RBM is helpful for capturing hierarchical 

latent factors of users and items and more accurately 

modeling ratings. RBM does not make use of content 

information, such as user profiles or review texts. RBM is 

typically used with rating data where most ratings are missing 

and take advantage of this fact for computational tractability. 

As a result, the proposed model cannot deal with the cold start 

problem [2, 31], where recommender systems are required to 

give recommendations to novel users who have no preference 

on any items, or recommending items that no user of the 

community has rated yet. However, content information is 

proved to be effective to reduce the cold start problem [2, 31]. 

4.2 Collaborative Deep Learning for 

Recommender Systems  
To address the cold start problem, [21] introduces 

Collaborative Deep Learning to utilize review texts and 

ratings. [21] introduces Collaborative Deep Learning to 

integrate a Bayesian Stack De-noise Auto Encoder (SDAE) 

[40] and Collaborative Topic Regression (CTR) [8] learn 

latent factors of items from review texts and draw a latent user 

vector from Gaussian distribution. Collaborative Deep 

Learning is the first deep model to learn from review texts for 

recommender systems. It seemly integrates an Auto Encoder 

and CTR to model ratings. However, Collaborative Deep 

Learning still has several shortcomings. First, Collaborative 

Deep Learning only models item review texts. In 

recommender systems, user provides reviews to express their 

feelings. These review texts can be utilized to learn preference 

of users. Second, review texts are represented by using bag of 

words scheme. As we know, bag of words vectors only 

convey the frequency of words. If two reviews are 

semantically related but use different words, Collaborative 

Deep Learning, which uses bag-of-words, may not consider 

the two reviews to be similar. The vocabulary in English is 

very diverse and two reviews can be semantically similar even 

with low lexical overlap, so semantic meaning is especially 

important [31] However, semantic meanings, which are 

essential for reveal user attitudes and item properties, are lost 

in Collaborative Deep Learning. At last, in Collaborative 

Deep Learning, word order is ignored. However, in many text 

modeling applications, word order is extremely important 

[19]. To further improve the performance of Collaborative 

Deep Learning, word order should be taken into consideration 

while modeling review texts. 

4.3 Deep Content-based Music 

Recommendation 
It is well known that Collaborative Filtering can generally 

outperform content-based methods [20]. However, it is not 

valid when recommending items that have not been consumed 

before. To alleviate the cold start problem in music 

recommendation, some recommender systems recommend 

music based on metadata, such as genre, artist and album [51] 

but, the recommendation results are predictable and not 

useful. Recommender systems should recommend items that 

users are unknown of. A better approach is to analyze music 

signals to recommend similar songs users have previously 

listened to [31, 51]. To capture high level features from music 

signals, the [51] introduce a deep CNN model to learn latent 

factors from music signal that demonstrated effective features 

of music can be learned from music signals via deep models. 

However, there are still several potential flaws. First, the 

proposed model employs latent factors learned from WMF as 

ground truth to train a deep CNN. Although WMF is efficient 

to learn latent factors from implicit feedback, features 

approximated by WMF is still is not accurate enough to be 

used as ground truth to train CNN [51]. Meta data, such 

artists, genre or album, is not utilized. Although CNN can 

capture patterns existing in music signals, metadata is still 

informative and can be fused to learn item features [20, 31 

and 51]. 

5. CONCLUSION  
In this article, we presented traditional recommender 
system and techniques involved in deep learning 
recommender system. Then, a survey and critique of 
deep learning on recommender systems are provided. 
Based on the comparative study of traditional techniques of 

recommender system we can conclude that using hybrid 

approach would give better accuracy and performance. The 

review also reveals that a lot of improvement can still be done 

in content based and collaborative filtering recommendation 

techniques to obtaining a better results. Due to the limitation 

of the traditional recommendation methods in obtaining 

accurate result a deep learning approach is introduced that 

will enable the model to learn different features of users and 

items automatically to improve accuracy of recommendation. 

With the help of the advantage of deep learning in modeling 

different types of data, deep recommender systems can better 

understand users demand and further improve quality of 

recommendation. Even though deep learning poses a great 

impact in various areas, a lot of improvement can still be done 

in applying the model to a recommender systems to improve 

accuracy of recommendation.  This paper is a preliminary 

study of the work optimal recommendation of business 

opportunity for young African entrepreneurs by applying 

hybrid deep architecture through enhanced optimization 

criteria.  
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